Accessible Literacy Learning (ALL) Software Release Notes

Release Version 1.4
Release date: 2020–02–06

Enhancements and Improvements to the ALL Software
- ALL is now available in Swedish.
- Added start time and end time information to reports.
- High-Interest Sight Words can now be made using any letter.

Release Version 1.3.1
Release date: 2019–10–18

Enhancements and Improvements to the ALL Software
- Improvements to Eye Gaze.

Release Version 1.3
Release date: 2019–4–5

Enhancements and Improvements to the ALL Software
- ALL is now available in Norwegian.

Release Version 1.2
Release date: 2016–6–15

Enhancements and Improvements to the ALL Software
- Added Game Mode, which adds optional animations and sounds to motivate the learner.
- A new mode, Targets Only, prompts the learner with targets but does not give feedback or other audio cues.
- Added a Practice setting, which allows the student to practice skills in any mode without recording data.
- Independent mode has been renamed Full Instruction mode.
- The Prompts menu has been removed.
- On the session screen, the teacher now has a button to override a student’s incorrect answer and score that question as correct.
- An Options menu has been added to the session screen. The Options menu contains the Repeat button, Back button, Pause/Resume button, and Help button.
- In History & Reports, a teacher can now delete sessions from the student history.
- Additional words are now displayed in the list of Irregular Sight words.
- Added a Print feature for books.
- Newly downloaded or imported books are now shown with a star icon in the Teacher Mode Books section.
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On T-Series devices, scanners may now use the App Switcher functionality to switch between ALL and other Tobii Dynavox apps.
• Updates to the license API.
• Bug fixes.

Release Version 1.1
Release date: 2015–11–05

Enhancements and Improvements to the ALL Software

• Added five new Autumn-themed books.
• Improvements to skill ordering and frequency in sessions for Letter Sound, High Interest Sight Words, and Irregular Sight Words.
• Rebalanced volume levels for system speech and recordings.
• Improved the appearance of Session Reports.
• Improved timing of instructional delay.
• Fixed an issue where hidden books were appearing in student sessions.
• Fixed an issue where deleted High Interest Sight Words were still appearing in student sessions.
• Corrected the presentation order of Irregular Sight Words.
• (iOS only) The ALL application now uses the native media browser and camera software.
• (iOS only) Fixed an issue with Bluetooth switches failing with iOS 9.01.
• (T10 device only) Corrected a problem with viewing certificates.
• ALL Software now requires Windows 8 and higher, iOS 8 and higher. T-Series and I-Series device requirements remain the same.